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TRACE PALEY-WIENER THEOREM IN THE TWISTED CASE

J. D. ROGAWSKI

ABSTRACT. A version of the trace Paley-Wiener theorem for a reductive p-

adic group in the context of twisted harmonic analysis with respect to an outer

automorphism is proved.

Let G be a connected reductive algebraic group over a p-adic field F (of char-

acteristic 0) and let G = G(F). Let Po be a minimal parablic subgroup of G. Let

e be an outer automorphism of G of finite order r of G and suppose that e fixes

P0. Elements x,y E G are called e-conjugate if y = g_1x£(g) for some g E G. A

distribution on G which is invariant under twisted conjugacy is called ^-invariant.

The objects of study in twisted harmonic analysis are e-invariant distributions. The

main examples are provided by twisted orbital integrals (invariant integrals over

twisted conjugacy classes) and by twisted characters, which are obtained as fol-

lows. Let tt be an irreducible admissible representation of G and let £(ir) denote

the representation of G through which g E G acts by Tr(e_1 (<?)). If tt is equiva-

lent to £(ir), then there exists an operator tt(e), unique up to rth roots of unity,

such that ir(£)ir(g)ir(£)~1 = ir(£(g)) and Tr(e)r = 1. In other words, tt extends to

the semidirect product G* = G x (e). The twisted character of tt (which depends

on the choice of Tr(e)) is the distribution / —► Tr(Tr(/)Tr(e)) on the space M(G) of

compactly supported locally constant functions on G.

In applications of the trace formula to global problems in the theory of auto-

morphic representations, it is often necessary to use results on the representation

theory and harmonic analysis of reductive groups over p-adic fields. Because of the

role played by twisted local harmonic analysis in applications of the twisted trace

formula (e.g., [1, 10]), it is important to have available extensions to the twisted

case of results known for ordinary harmonic analysis.

Many results in harmonic analysis extend to the twisted case. For example,

by [7], Harish-Chandra's theorem on the local integrability of characters holds

for twisted characters. The purpose of this paper is to prove a twisted version

(Proposition 11.2) of the trace Paley-Wiener theorem for p-adic groups of Bernstein,

Deligne, and Kazhdan, given in [3]. The twisted Paley-Wiener theorem gives a

characterization of functions of the form 7r —► Tr(Tr(/)Tr(e)) for some / E H(G).

In §§1-6, the appropriate setting for the twisted theorem is developed. In §§7-

10, results needed for the proof of Proposition 11.2 are proved. Proposition 7.4 is

a twisted version of Casselman's theorem on characters. The proof of Proposition

11.2 follows the plan of the argument given in [3], with modifications for the twisted
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case introduced as needed. In particular, in §10, a finiteness theorem for e-discrete

representations is proved. In the ordinary case, a representation whose character

cannot be written as a linear combination of characters of representations induced

from proper parabolic subgroups is called discrete (or elliptic, because, by a theorem

of D. Kazhdan, tt is discrete if and only if its character is not identically zero on

the elliptic regular set). The twisted analogue "e-discrete" is defined in §9. The

end of a proof is denoted by a symbol.    □

1. Let P0 = M0 N0 be a Levi decomposition of the minimal parabolic subgroup

P0 of G. We are assuming that s(Po) = Po and hence e(Mo) = n_1Mn for some

n E N such that n£(n) ■ ■ ■er~1(n) = 1. The group TV is an extension of additive

groups and it is easily seen that n = n1~1£(n1) for some rii € TV. Replacing Mq by

a conjugate if necessary, we may assume that e(Mo) = Mq- Let Ao be the maximal

split torus in the center of Mq.

A subgroup M of G will be called a Levi subgroup if M D Mo and M is a Levi

factor of a parabolic subgroup. A Levi factor M will be called standard if MP0 is

a parabolic subgroup and M is a Levi factor of MPo- A parabolic subgroup of the

form MPo with M standard will be called a standard parabolic subgroup. Let Z(G)

be the set of standard Levi subgroups. For M E £.(G), we define standard Levi

subgroups of M with respect to Mq and the minimal parabolic subgroup M D Po

oiM.

Let Wm(Ao) be the normalizer of A0 in M and let Wm = NM(A0)/Mo be the

Weyl group of M. Let Am denote the split component of M, and let Zm be the

center of M. For H an algebraic group over F, let X(H) be the group of rational

characters of H. Set A(M) = Eom(X(AM), Z) <g> C.

If M is an e-invariant Levi subgroup, set M* = M x (e). The set of e-invariant

standard Levi subgroups will be denoted by Z(G)£. Note that if M E C(G)e, then

the parabolic subgroup MPo is e-invariant.

Let M E C(G). A smooth representation (ir,V) of M will be called an M-

module. We will call tt square-integrable if ir is unitary and the matrix coefficients

of tt are square-integrable modulo Zm- Similarly, we use the term tempered to

mean tempered and unitary. Suppose that M e Z(G)E. A representation of M*

will be called an M*-module (resp. admissible, tempered, etc.) if its restriction

to M is smooth (resp. admissible, tempered, etc.). An M*-module is thus an

M-module (ir,V) together with an operator tt(e) of order r such that Tr(e(m)) —

7r(£)Tr(m)Tr(c:)-1. Let Irr(M) (resp. Irr(M*)) be the set of equivalence classes of

irreducible M-modules (resp. M*-modules).

2. If c is an rth root of unit, and (ir,V) is an M*-module, let (irc, Vc) be the

M*-module such that Vc = V, ir\M = ttJM, and Trf(e) = ?Tr(e). Let Ro(M*) be

the Grothendieck group of M*-modules of finite length. Let R(M*) be the quotient

of Rq(M') ® C modulo the relations

TTr - cir = 0

for all M*-modules tt and all rth roots of unity c.

If (tt,V) is an M-module, let (£(ir),£(V)) denote the module with the same

underlying space V on which M acts by m —► Tr(£-1(m)).
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LEMMA 2.1. If (ir,V) E Irr(M*), then there is an irreducible M-submodule

(tto, Vo) of ir and an integer t dividing r such that:

(a) Tro,e(TTo),... ,£t~1(iro) are inequivalent and £*(tto) is equivalent to itq.

(b) tt | M is isomorphic to ttq ffi £(flo) © • • • ffi £t_1(7r0).

(c) As an M*-module, V is isomorphic to Vo © e(Vo) ffi • • • ffi £*_1(Vo)> where £

acts by (vo,vy,..., vt-y) —* (Tvt-y,vy,... ,vt-2) for some linear operator T on Vo

such that TTr0(m)T_1 = Tr0(£'(m)) for m E M and Trll = 1.

PROOF. The restriction of tt to M is of finite length and hence contains an

irreducible M-submodule V. Let Vb be the sum of all irreducible submodules of V

which are isomorphic to V. Let t be the least integer such that £'(V) is isomorphic

to V. The operator Tr(e)' preserves V0. The sum Vo + ir(e)(Vo) H-r-Tr(e)t-1(Vb)

is direct and M*-stable, and hence is all of V. Let T be the restriction of Tr(e)' to

Vo- The map

(v0,vy,...,vt-y) -» v0 + ir(e)vy H-hTr(e)t_1t;t_i

defines an M-isomorphism V*o ffi £(Vo) ffi ■ ■ ■ ffi £t_1(V*o) —► V which also commutes

with the action of Tr(e), defined on the source as in the statement of the lemma.

The irreducibility of Vb follows from that of V.    □

Let Irr(M*)° be the set of tt E Irr(M*) such that t > 1, where t is defined as in

the previous lemma. Let Irr(M)£ be the set of tt 6 Irr(M) such that £(ir) — ir. For

each tt € Irr(M)e, we choose, once and for all, an extension of tt to M* and regard

Irr(M)£ as a subset of Irr(M*). Then R(M*) is generated by the union of Irr(M)£

and Irr(M*)°. Let R(M*)° be the subgroup of R(M*) generated by Irr(M*)°.

The group M*/M is cyclic of order r. If t divides r, let Et be the permutation

representation of M* /M of dimension t.

LEMMA 2.2. Let ttq be an M*-module of finite length and set ir = tto ® St,

where t divides r.  Then the image of ir in R(M*) lies in R(M*)°.

PROOF. Let p be a primitive (th root of unity. Then tt is isomorphic to the

direct sum

(tt0) © (tt0)m ffi • • • ffi (tt0)m«-i

and thus maps to zero in R(M*).    D

COROLLARY 2.3. Let (ir, V) be an M* -module of finite length with the following
property: there is an M-stable subspace Vo of V and an integer t > 1 dividing r

such that V = Vo®ir(e)(V0)®-- •®Tr(e)t~1(V,0) andir^fVo = V0. Then the image

of(ir,V) in R(M*) lies in R(M*)°.

PROOF. Let W be an irreducible M-submodule of Vb. Let s be the least integer

such that £S(W) is equivalent to W. Let U = W ffi n(e)(W) ffi • • • ffi Tr^)8"1^)

and let Uj+y = ir(£)3aU. As an M-module, U is a direct sum of distinct irreducible

modules and hence Ui D Uj / {0} if and only if ir(£)%sW = Tr(e)JSW, that is, if

and only if Ui = Uj. We may choose k such that Uy,.. .,Uk are distinct and

Uk+y = Uy. The subspace V = Uy ffi • ■ • © Uk is M*-stable. If s > 1, V is a direct
sum of elements of Irr(M*)°. If s = 1, extend U to an M*-module tt0 such that

Tro(£)fc is the restriction of Tr(£)fc to U. Then V is isomorphic to tt0 ® £*• The

corollary follows from the lemma and induction on the length of tt.    □
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3. Let L,M E Z(G) and suppose that L c M. Let iml be the standard

induction functor from L-modules to M-modules. If (p, V) is an L-module, then

iML.(p) denotes the module unitarily induced from the parabolic subgroup

L(M n /Vo) of M. The space of tt consists of functions tp: M —► V such that

tp(mng) = 6N(m)1f2p(m)tp(g) for m € L, nE N, g E M, where N is the unipotent

radical of L(M D No) and 6n is the modulus character of L with respect to N.

If L,M E Z(G)£ is a subgroup of M and if (p,V) is an //-module, then tt =

iML(p\L) has a natural M*-module structure. The operator ir(£) is defined by

(ir(£)tp)(g) = p(£)tp(£~1(g)). This M*-module will also be denoted by i'ml(p)-

Similarly, tlm will denote the standard Jacquet functor. If (tt, V) is an M-

module, the space of tlm(^) is Vjv = V/V(N) where V(N) is the span of vectors

of the form ir(n)v — viornEN and v E V. An element mE L acts by v + V(N) —►

M™)_1/M™)^ + V(N). IiL,ME Z(G)e and if tt is an M*-module, then V(N)
is £-stable since £(N) = N and thus £ acts on Vn. This makes tlm^) into an

L*-module which will also be denoted by rr,M M-

We obtain morphisms i«j,: Ro(L*) —♦ r?o(M*) and tlm '• Ro(M*) —> Ro(L*).

As in the nontwisted case, rr,M is left adjoint to iML- H MV) and (p,W) are

M* and L*-modules, respectively, and tp: Vn —* W is a map of L*-modules, we

obtain the corresponding M*-module map tp' \V ^> i'mz,(IV) by sending v E V to

the function <p'v: m —► <p(Tr(m)t;). Now, £(w) is mapped to the function

Pe(«)(m) = y(7r(m)e(t;)) = £>(Tr(£)Tr(£-1(m))t;) = p(e)tp(ir(e-1 (m))v)

and this is equal to iML(W)(£)(^)(m)- This defines a map from Honi£,.(V}v, W)

to HomM-(V, %ml(W)) which is easily seen to be a bijection. The functors iml

and tml induce morphisms on R(L*) and R(M*). However, iML is not necessarily

injective on R(L").

4. An element of Homc(.ft(M*), C) is determined by its values on the elements

of Irr(M*). Let R(M*)' be the subspace of elements of Homc(i?(M*),C) which

vanish on Irr(M*)°. An element of R(M*)' is determined by its values on Irr(M)e.

LEMMA 4.1. If F E R(M*)', then the function p -* F(iML(p)) lies in R(L*)'.

IfFE R(L*)', then the function ir — F(rLM(ir)) lies in R(M*)'.

PROOF. For the first assertion, observe that if p E Irr(M*)°, then iML(p) satis-

fies the hypothesis of Corollary 2.3. Hence «'ml(p) E R(M*)° and F(iML(p)) — 0.

It is clear that tlm maps Irr(M*)° to R(L*)° and the second assertion follows.    □

This lemma shows that i'ml and ri,M define maps i*ML: R(L*)' -^ R(M*)' and

rlM:R(M*)'^R(L*)'.

5. For M E Z(G), let rl(M) be the Hecke algebra of locally constant functions

on M of compact support. For K an open compact subgroup of M, let #k(M)

be the subalgebra of M (M) consisting of the bi-X-invariant elements. Every open

compact subgroup contains an £-invariant one and hence M(M) is the union of the

^/f(M) for K £-invariant.

Fix a choice of Haar measure dm on M. For / E U(M) define

X/M = Trace(7r(/)Tr(£)),

where tt(/) = / f(m)ir(m)dm. It is clear that X/M = 0 if tt G Irr(M*)°, and

hence \f E R(M*)'.
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Let Ptr(M) be the subspace of R(M*)' of functions of the form Xf- Elements of

Ptr (M) will be called trace functions. As in the nontwisted case, the Paley-Wiener

theorem gives a characterization of Ptr(G) in R(G*)'.

6. Let Z(G) denote the Bernstein center of G [2]. Recall that an element z E

Z(G) may be defined as a collection {z(ir) E EndMM}> where tt ranges over all

M-modules, such that the assignment tt —► z(ir) commutes with all maps of G-

modules. In particular, z defines an endomorphism of X(G). II ir E Irr(G), then

z(ir) is a scalar.

A cuspidal pair is a pair (M, p) where M E Z(G) and p is a supercuspidal

representation of M. The set of all cuspidal pairs up to conjugation by W will be

denoted by 6(G). By definition, the image of the map X(M) —> 6(G) defined by

ip —r (M,pip) for a cuspidal pair (M, p) is called a connected component of 6(G).

The image of X(M) in 6(G) is given the structure of complex affine algebraic

variety as a quotient of X(M). According to Bernstein's theorem [2], for (M,p)

cuspidal and ip E X(M), an element z E Z(G) acts by a scalar on iGM(xp) whose

dependence on x is polynomial. This defines an isomorphism of Z(G) with the

algebra of regular functions on 6(G). For M E Z(G), 6(M) and Z(M) are defined

similarly.

If L,M E Z(G) and L C M, then a homomorphism i*ML: Z(M) —> Z(L) is
defined in [3] as the adjoint to the natural map 6(L) —► 6(M). Since a cuspidal

pair in 6(L) may be conjugate under Wm but not under Wl, the map is not an

inclusion. However, Z(L) becomes a finitely-generated Z(M)-module via iML-

Assume that M E Z(G)e. Then the vector space R(M*)' has a natural Z(M)-

module structure. For z E Z(M) and F E R(M*)', zF is the function whose value

is z(ir)F(ir) at tt € Irr(M)£. If / e U(M) and z E Z(M), then

Xz/M = Trace(Tr(,z/)Tr(£)) = z(Tr)Trace(Tr(/)Tr(£))

and hence z\f — Xzf- ln particular, Ftt(M) is a Z(M)-submodule of R(M*)'. If

L E Z(G)e and L C M, then R(L*)' has the structure of a Z(M)-module via the

homomorphism Z(M) —> Z(L).

Let z E Z(M). For each L-module p, i*Ml(z) defines an endomorphism of p

and induces an endomorphism iML(i*ML(z)) on *ml(p) by functoriality. By Propo-

sition 2.4 of [3], iML(i*ML(z)) = z on *ml(p). Similarly, for each M-module tt,

z induces an endomorphism ri,M(z) on tlm{^) and Proposition 2.4 of [3] asserts

that riM(z) = i*ML(z) on r£Af M- This implies that the morphisms

i*ML ■ R(M*)' - R(L*)',        r*LM: R(L*)' -» R(M*)'

are maps of Z(M)-modules.

7. The following propositions is the twisted analogue of Proposition 3.2 of [3].

PROPOSITION 7.1.  For all M E Z(G)e, r*GM(FtI(M)) C FtT(G).

Let M E Z(G)e. Let P = MP0 and let N be the unipotent radical of P. Let

P~ = MN~ be the opposite parabolic subgroup. An element m E M is said to

be strictly contracting on N if for any two open compact subsets Uy, U2 of N,

there exists a positive integer k such that Ad(mk)Uy C U2. Let M+ be the set of

elements m E M such that Ad(m) is strictly contracting on TV.
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Let K denote a small (£-invariant) open compact subgroup of G which is "good"

in the sense that the following decomposition holds:

K = (K n N~)(K n M)(K n TV).

The decomposition of an element g E K as n~ mn is unique and hence the intersec-

tion of good open compact subgroups is again good. Arbitrarily small good open

compact subgroups K are known to exist, and if K is good, then f\£l(K) is good

and £-invariant. Hence arbitrarily small good £-invariant open compact subgroups

K exist.

Set K° = K n M, K+ = K n AT, K~ = K n TV. It will suffice to prove that

rGM(Xf) E FtI(G) for all / G XKo(M) for K £-invariant and good.

For a set S, let ch(5) denote the characteristic function of S. Let 6n be the

modulus character on M with respect to TV. For m E M, define functions f'[m] E

MKo(M) and /[ro] € MK(G) by

/'[ro] = meas(Jr°mff0)-1ch(ffomJif0))

f[m]=meas(KmK)-18N1/2(m)ch(KmK).

Let MV) be an admissible G*-module and let p = tmg^)- Let W = Vn =

V/V(TV) and let T: V -» VN = V/V(N) be the natural map. Note that T commutes

with the action of £.

LEMMA 7.2.   LetmEM+ andwEVK.  Then T(ir(f[m])w) = p(f'[m])T(w).

PROOF. We have

me&sffimK)-1 /        ir(x)wdx = meas(.K')-1 /   Tr(fc)Tr(m)todA;.
JKmK Jk

Since ro_1/f~ro C if", Tr(m)w is fixed by K~. Using the decomposition K —

K+K°K~, we obtain

meas(/Cl")_1meas(/i'0)_1 /      /    Tr(n)Tr(fc)Tr(ro)wdn(ifc
JK+ JK°

and, modulo V(TV), this is equal to

meas(/r0)-1 /   ir(k)ir(m)wdk = meas^roK0)-1 /" Tr(i)«;da;.        □
y/f" J K°mK°

Fix a E ZM (~) M+. It is easily verified (cf. [3, §5.3]) that for all ro E M+,

f[anm] = f[a]nf[m] for n > 0 and f'[anm] = f'[a]nf'[m] for all n. By Proposition

3.3 of [6], for some large positive integer /, the subspace U = Tr(/[a'])VK of VK

is stable under Tr(/[a]) and T maps U isomorphically to the space W° of K°-nxed

vectors in W. Hence Tr(/[a'ro])Tr(£)VK C U and since Tott(£) = p(£)oT, we have

(*)     Tr(Tr(/[a'ro])7r(£) | VK) = Tr(7r(/[a'm])7r(e) | U) = Tr(p(f'[alm])p(£) \ W°)

by Lemma 7.2 for all ro E M+.

Let M be the subspace of functions / in MK(M) such that r*MG(xf) E FU(G).

The equality (*) shows that rMG(xf'\atm\) — X/[a'm] and hence that f'[alm] E M

for all ro E M+. For every m E M, aNm E M+ for some TV and therefore

f'[a]N+lf'[m] E J. Since the functions /'[ro] span HKo(M), the next lemma follows.
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LEMMA 7.3. Let a E M+ n ZM- Then for all f E UKo(M), f'[a]Nf E M for
some positive integer TV.

To prove Proposition 7.1, it must be shown that M = Xf<o(M). We may argue

as in [3]. As shown in [2], XK°(M) is a finitely-generated Z(M)-module, and,

via the homomorphism Z(G) —► Z(M), it becomes a finitely-generated Z(G)-

module. Since r*LM is a map of Z(G)-modules and Ptr(G) is a Z (G)-submodule of

R(M*)', Al is a Z(G)-submodule of MKo(M). We deduce that for a E ZM 0 M+,

f'[a]NMKo(M) = M for some TV. Since f'[a] is invertible in UKo(M), Xk°{m) = -M.

This completes the proof of Proposition 7.1.

Let tt € Irr(G)£. By [7], the distribution / -> Tr(Tr(/)7r(e)) on M(G) is given

by integration against a locally integrable function Xm (7) which is locally constant

on the open subset of £-regular elements in G (7 E G is called £-regular if 7 x £ is

"discriminant regular" in G* as defined in §2.2 of [7]). As was pointed out to me

by L. Clozel, an analogue of Casselman's theorem holds in the twisted case. This

is given in the next proposition.

For g E G*, let Pg denote the parabolic subgroup associated to g. Recall that

Pg is defined as the set oi x EG such that {ad(gN)x: TV E Z+} is bounded in G.

Observe that Pxgx-\ = xPgx~x and that g(Pg)g~1 — Pg.

Fix g = 7 x £ E G* where 7 € G. Let y E G be such that yPgy_1 is standard.

Since y~1gy = y_17£(y) » £, we may and shall choose 7 within its £-conjugacy class

so that Pg is standard. Set P = Pg. Then gPg'1 = P, that is, 7£(P)7_1 = P.

But £(P) is also standard and conjugate to P, hence e(P) — P and 7 € P. Let

P = MTV be the standard decomposition of P. If tt € Irr(G)e, then 7 and g

act on the Jacquet module 7Tjv through the projection of 7 onto M via the map

P _ p/N = M.

PROPOSITION 7.4. Let (ir,V) E Irr(G)e. Let 7 E G be an £-regular element

and set g = 7 x £. Assume that 7 is chosen within its £-conjugacy class so that Pg

is standard. Let P = Pg = MN and set p = rMG^)-  Then P is E-invariant and

xM^SNhY^xped).

PROOF. We may imitate the proof of [6]. Let K be an e-invariant open compact

subgroup which is good with respect to P = MTV and is such that ad(g)K+ C K+,

ad(g~x)K~ c K~, and ad(g)K° = K°. Let g' = 7'x£, where 7' is the projection of

7 onto M. Let f[g] and /'[</] be the normalized characteristic functions oiKgK and

K°g'K°, respectively, as before. We have that f[gn] = f[g]n and f'[g'n] = f[g']n

for n E Z+. Let W — Vn- As in [6], there exists a positive integer no such that

for all n > no, the subspace U = f[gn]VK is stable under f[g] and maps injectively

onto the subspace IV0 of K°-fixed vectors in W. The relation

Tr(ir(f[gn]) | VK) - Tr(Tr(/[«f]) | U) = Tr(p(/'[</"]) I W°)

holds for n » 0. Choose K small enough so that x*-e is constant on KmK

and xPs is constant on K°mK°. Then Tr(ir(f[g])\VK) = 6N(l)~1/2Xn£(l) and

Tr(p(f'[g'])\W°) = Xpe(l).   □

8. In this section, we formulate and prove the twisted analogues of the results

of §5.4 of [3].

Let M, TV E Z(G)e and let W(N, M) be the set of representatives for WN\W/WM

of minimal length.  The automorphism £ acts on W, Wm, and Wn, and preserves
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the length function, since £ preserves Po- Hence £ acts on W(N, M). Let W(TV, M)£

be the set of fixed points of £ in W(TV,M) and let fii,...,fifc be the £-orbits in

W(N,M). All elements of an orbit have the same length. Assume that the Qj are

ordered so that the length is decreasing in j.

Let M,N E Z(G)e and let F = rNG o iMG: R(M*) -* R(N*). For w E

W(M, TV), let N(w) = TV n wMw'1 and M(u>) = M n w^Nw. Ii w E W(N, M)s,

then TV(iy) e £(TV)e and M(w) e £(M)e and that p -* %nn{w) oworM(w)M(p) is

a functor from R(M') to R(N*).

LEMMA 8.1.   For all pER(M*),

F(P)=       Yl       iNN(w)°w°rM(w)M(p)    modulo R(M*)°.
w€W(N,M)c

PROOF. If we forget the £-action and regard F as a functor from the Grothen-

dieck group of M-modules to the Grothendieck group of TV-modules, then, according

to [4], we have

F(P) = Y iNN(w)°UJOrM(w)M{p)-

w€W(N,M)

This is proved as follows. Let wy, w2,... ,wp be an ordering of the elements of

W(N,M) such that the length^,) > length(tUj+i). A functorial filtration Fy C

F2 C ■ • • C Fp = F of F is defined so that

Fi(p)/Fi+i(p) =iNN(w.) °Wi°rM(w,)M(p)-

Let P = MPo = MU and Q = NP0 = NU' (U, U' = unipotent radicals of P
and Q, respectively). If V is the space of p, then iGM(p) acts on the space of locally

constant functions tp: G —► V such that tp(mng) = Su(m)1f2p(m)tp(g). Let Wj be

the subspace of those tp with support in PwyQ U Pw2Q U • • • U PwjQ. Then Wj is

Q-invariant. By definition, Fi(p) is the image of Wj under rNG-

Let ti = |fii |. We may assume that Wj are ordered so that the first ty elements

belong to fii, the next t2 elements belong to fi2, etc. Define F[ = Fk(i) where

k(i) =ty+t2 + --- + U. Then it is clear that P/(p) is invariant under £ and hence

is an TV*-module. Hence F'i(p)/F'i_y(p) is an TV-module and the restriction of

F'i(p)IF'i-i(p) to TV is a direct sum of t% TV-modules which are permuted by the

action of £. In particular, if ti > 1, then F'i(p)/F'i_y(p) satisfies the hypothesis of

Corollary 2.3 and hence belongs to R(N*)°.    □

For M E Z(G)£, let TM = ioM ° rMG '■ R(G*) - R(G*).

LEMMA 8.2.   Assume that N',M E Z(G)E. Let pER(M'). Then

(a) TN o igm(p) = HW£W(m,n)' 'cm(») ° tm(w)m(p) modulo R(G*)°.

(b) TN o TM{ir) = Ewew(M,N)' rM(»)W modulo R(G*)°.

PROOF. If w E W(M,N)£, then TV(u;) = wM(w)w~l. As follows from Lemma

5.4(iii) of [3], ign(w) ° w(a) = !gm(i»)M f°r all a E R(M(w)*). Part (a) follows
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from Lemma 8.1. For part (b), we have

tng °iGM °»"mgM

=        Y       iNN(w)°w°,rM(w)M(rMG(^))     modulo R(M*)°

w&V(M,N)'

=       Y       iNN(w)°worM(w)G(^)     modulo R(M*)°

to€W(M,N)'

and hence

Tat o TmM =       Yl      ^gjvm ° w ° rM(u,)G(Tr)     modulo R(M*)°
w€W(M,N)c

and (b) follows.    D

9. For M E Z(G), let X(M) denote the group of unramified characters of M.

Put d(M) = dim(X(M)). For ro E Z(G)£, let X(M)e be the set of fixed points of

£ in X(M). Define a decreasing filtration {R1} of R(G*) by

R' = R(G*)°+     Y     icM(R(M*)).
Met(G)'
d(M)>i

Let R(G*Y = Rd(°>+1. An element tt E Irr(M)e will be called £-discrete if it does

not lie in R(G*)'.

Lemma 8.2(a) shows that Tn preserves the filtration {R1} of R(G*) for TV 6

Z(G)£. Let P(N) = Card({w E W(N,N)e: wNw'1 = TV}). Then for d =

d(N), M E Z(Gf, and a E R(M*):

_ ( P(N)icM(o~)     modulo Rd+1 if M is conjugate to TV,

\ 0 modulo Rd+1 if M is not conjugate to TV.

Set Ad = Y[(Tn - P(N)), the product over TV E Z(G)£ such that d(TV) = TV. Then
Ad preserves the filtration {R1} and maps Rd to Rd+1. Hence the operator

A = Ad(Mo) ° Ad<Mo) o • • • o Ad(G) + 1

maps R1 to R(G*)°. By Lemma 8.2(b), there exist Gm E Q and P E Z such that

A(tt) = P(l~YcmTm) (t)     modulo R(G*)°,

where the sum is over M E Z(G)£.

UFE R(G*)', we will call F £-discrete if its vanishes on R(G*)'. Let R(G*)'disc

denote the subspace of £-discrete functions in R(G*)'.

PROPOSITION 9.1.   Let FE R(G*)' and define

Fd = F-J2cMr*MGiGM(n

ThenFdER(G*)'disc.

PROOF. By definition, Fd(ir) = p-JP(A(Tr)) for tt e R(G*). If tt e R(G*)1,

then A(tt) € R(G*)° and so P(A(tt)) = 0.    □
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10. Define a map inf: Irr(G)£ —► 6(G) by sending tt E Irr(G)£ to a cuspidal

pair (M, p) such that tt is a constituent of i'gm(p)- The pair (M, p) is well defined

modulo conjugation by W by the results of [4].

If inf(Tr) = 6 for some £-discrete tt E Irr(G)£, then 6 will be called discrete. For

6 a component of 6(G), let 6<iisc be the set of discrete 0 in 6. For M E Z(G)£,

let X(M)£ be the subgroup of X(M) fixed by £.

The purpose of this section is to prove the following proposition.

PROPOSITION lO.l.   6diSC is the union of finitely many X(G)£-or bits.

We first prove some preliminary results.

LEMMA 10.2. Let ir E Irr(G)£ be an £-discrete representation. Then there

exists an £-discrete tempered representation ir' E R(9) such that inf(Tr') is in the

X(G)£-orbit ofini(ir).

PROOF. By the Langlands classification, to every tt E Irr(G) is associated

Langlands data (P, a, x) consisting of a standard parabolic subgroup P, a tempered

representation a of the Levi factor M of P, and a character x of M which is

positive with respect to the unipotent radical of P, such that tt is the unique

irreducible quotient of i'g,m(x^)- The triple (P,a,x) is unique. The Langlands

data associated to £(tt) is (£(P),£(o-),£(x))- In particular, if tt 6 Irr(G)£, then

(P, o, x) is £-invariant. Let p be a supercuspidal representation of a Levi subgroup

M' contained in M such that xa is a constituent oHmm'(p)- Then each constituent

of iGM(x°~) is also a constituent of iGM'(p)- We have

v = iGM(xo')-Yiri    (modulo i?(G*)°),

where the tt^ are the irreducible £-invariant constituents of z'gm(x<t) distinct from tt

(provided that the choice of the actions of £ on tt and the tt, are chosen compatible

with that on igw(x°"); we may assume this without loss of generality). Similarly,

if (Pi,o-i,Xi) is (£-invariant) Langlands data for tt,, then tt, = iGiMi(Xi°'i) — H^ji

(modulo R(G*)°). The process can be continued until we obtain an equality of the

form

n = YaJiGiMj(XjCj) + Ybk7rk    (modul° R(G*)°),

where aj,bk E Z, Mj / G, and the irk are essentially tempered irreducible, £-

invariant representations (the process stops after finitely many steps by Lemma

2.13, p. 334 of [5]). The sum over irk is nonempty since tt is £-discrete and there is

at least one element ttto in the sum which is £-discrete. The Tr* are constituents of

iGM'(p) (Proposition 4.7 of [11]) and hence inf(Trm) = inf(Tt). Let w be the central

character of Tr*. Then the character \u(z)\ is e-invariant and there exists an element

X E X(G)£ whose restriction to the center Z of G is |w(z)|. Hence Trm ® x_1 is an

£-discrete tempered representation of G and ini(irM ® x) = hif(Tr).    □

For M E Z(G), let X(M)£U be the subgroup of unitary characters in X(M)£.

PROPOSITION 10.3. Let M E Z(G) and suppose that s£(M) = M, where

s E W. Then there is a finite set V of a square-integrable representations 6' of M

such that s£(6') = 6', and a finite union F of X(G)£l-orbits of unitary characters

of M with the following property, if 8 is square-integrable representation of M such
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that se(S) = 8 and igm(^) contains an £-discrete, e-invariant representation ir such

that mi(ir) E 6, then 8 — 8' ®x where 8' E V and xE F.

PROOF. We begin with some lemmas. The first is taken from [9].

LEMMA 10.4. Let M E Z(G) and let s EW such that s£(M) = M. Then there
exists a Levi subgroup L E Z(G)£and an element w E W such that L D w~xMw,

s£(w) E L, and w~1(A(M)s£) = A(L)£.

PROOF. We use induction on the semisimple rank of G. If A(M)S£ = A(G)£,

the assertion is clear. Otherwise, there is an element x E A(M)S£ on which all

roots do not vanish. This defines a proper parabolic subgroup Pi containing M

which is fixed by s£. Choose w E W so that P" = w~xPyw is a standard parabolic

subgroup and set M' = w~lMw. Let s' = w~1s£(w). Then s,£(M')s'~1 = M' and

e(P") = s'-lP"s'. Since P" is standard, this implies that £(P") = P" and that

s' E Wm", where M" is the Levi factor of P". The induction assumption can be

applied to M" with M' in place of M.    □

Let M,L E Z(G) and suppose that Mcl. Let p be an M-module. Since ioM —

iGL°iLM and icL is right adjoint to r^G, there is a canonical map rLG°iGM(p) —*

iLM(p) which corresponds to the identity in Eom(iGM(p),iGM(p))- Explicitly, the

map is obtained as follows. The representation igm(p) (resp. iLM(p)) acts on a

space of functions on G (resp. L). Regarding igm(p) as an L-module, there is a

surjective map of L-modules igm(p) —* iLM(p) given by restricting a function / on

G to L. This map factors to give the canonical map tlg °iGM(p) ~* «lm(p) which

is also surjective.  From this we also obtain a canonical map c: rMG ° iGM(p) —*

?ML °iLM(p)-

Let r be another M-module and let T': iLM(p) —* ̂ (t). By adjunction, we

have a map rLGoiGL(T'): rLGoiGLoiLM{p) —* *la/(7) from which it follows that

the map rMG ° iGL(T'): rMG ° iGM(p) —* t factors as

i  \   c                 ■       r   \   tml(T')
TMG ° T-GMKP) —* TML ° ILM(P) -► T.

In particular, a map T: iGM(p) —* iGM(T) is induced from a map T': ir,M(p) -^

iLM(r) if and only if rMG(T) factors through c.

Let wy,... ,wt be an ordering of the set of representatives of Wm\W/Wm of

minimal length such that length(w>i) > length(wi+1). Let P be the standard

parabolic subgroup with Levi factor M and let Wj(p) be the subspace of iGM(p)

consisting of functions supported in PwyP U Pw2P U ■ • • U PwjP. Let Fj(p) be

the image of Wj(p) in rMG ° iGM(p)- As in §8, Fj(p)/Fj-y(p) is isomorphic to

iMM(w,) ° Wj ° fMtw-l)M(p) where we set M(w) = wMw~l C\ M. Observe that if

the double coset WmvjjWm is contained in Wl, then Wj E Wl.

LEMMA 10.5. Let p,r be irreducible representations of M and let T: iGM(p) —*

ioM(r) be a map of G-modules. Let rMG{T) be the associated map from rMG °

iMG{p) to r. Suppose that for some j, Fj-y(p) E Ker(rMG(T)) and that tmg(T)

induces a surjective map F3(p)/Fj-y(p) —► r. Suppose that Wj E Wl- Then T =

igl{T') where V: iLm(p) -> ilm(t).

PROOF. By the above discussion, we must show that rMc{T) factors through the

canonical map c: rMG°iGM{p) —> rML°iLM{p)- Let P' be the standard parabolic
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subgroup of L whose Levi factor is M. If Wj E Wl, let Zj(p) be the subspace of

iLM(p) consisting of functions supported in the union of the double cosets P'wiP',

where i ranges over the positive integers such that i < j and Wi E Wl and let Gj (p)

be the image of Zj(p) in tml ° iLM(p)- H j' is the largest integer such that j' < j

and wj E WL, then Gj(p)/Gj>(p) is isomorphic to iMM{Wj) ° Wj °rM(u,7i)M(p).

Let TV' be the unipotent radical of the standard parabolic subgroup of G whose

unipotent radical is L. Then P = P'TV' and hence if tu € Wl, PwP = P'wP. It

follows that PwPnL' = P'wP'. On the other hand, if w E W - WL, then PwPnL

is empty since the Bruhat decompositions are disjoint. It follows that the L-module

map iGM(p) -* iLM(p) sends Wj(p) onto Zj(p) and that c maps Fj(p) onto Gj(p),

inducing an isomorphism of F3(p)/Fj-y(p) onto Gj(p)/Gj'(p).

Let K = Ker(rMG(T)). Then rMG o iG\f(p) = K + Fj(p) and rML ° ilm(p) =

c(K) + Gj(p) since c is surjective. If x = k + g, where fc 6 c(K) and g E Gj(p),

define S(x) = T(f) where / E Fj(p) is any element such that c(f) = g. Then S(x)

is well defined since T(Fj_y(p)) = 0 and rMG(T) = S o c.    D

We now prove Proposition 10.3, basing our argument on that given in the proof

of Lemma 4 of [8]. For the convenience of the reader, we reproduce those parts of

[loc. cit] needed.

LEMMA 10.6. There are only finitely-many X(M)u-orbits of square-integrable

8 such that z'gjw(<5) has a constituent ir with inf(Tr) E 6.

PROOF. There exists an open compact subgroup K oi G such that the space

irK of K-invariants is nonzero for all tt € Irr(G) such that inf(Tt) € 6 [2]. If 8 is a

unitary square-integrable representation of M such that igm(^) has a constituent

tt with inf (tt) E 6, then 8KnM ^ {0} by Frobenius reciprocity. The lemma follows

if we show that the set of unitary square-integrable 8 such that 8KnM ^ {0} is

finite modulo X(M)U. Let Zm be the center of M. Since the restriction map

from X(M)U to Homu(^M, C*) is finite, it will suffice to show that there are only

finitely many such 8 with a fixed central character x- By a theorem of Harish-

Chandra (cf. [8]), the space °CX(M, K fl M) of bi-(K C\ M)-invariant functions in

the space of cuspidal Schwartz functions on M which transform by x under the

Zm is finite-dimensional. Furthermore, °CX(M,K n M) contains the bi-(K D M)-

invariant matrix coefficients of the square-integrable 8 which transform under Zm

by x- The finiteness follows.    □

Let 8 be a unitary square-integrable representation of M such that s£(<5) = 8

and iGM(fi) has an £-discrete, £-invariant constituent tt such that inf(Tr) E 6. Let

W(G,Am) = Ng(Am)/M, where Nq(Am) is the normalizer of Am in G and set

Ws = {w E W(G, Am): 8 = w(8)}. Since there are only finitely many possibilities

for Wg, it will suffice to prove the finiteness of the number of X(G)£U-orbits in the set

F(8) of x E X(M)U such that se(x6) = x<$) *gm(x<$) has an £-discrete, £-invariant

constituent tt such that inf(Tr) E 6 and Wsx = Ws-

Let {ay,... ,ak} be a basis for the rational co-characters of Am and let w be

a prime element in F. Let Cm be the free abelian group generated by {atj(uj)}.

Then the center of M/Cm is compact. If r is an irreducible representation of M,

let tpT denote the character of Cm by which Cm acts on r. Let H: M —► A(M)r

denote the standard map, where A(M)-r = Hom(X(AM),Z) <g> R. The image of

CM under H is a lattice Z in A(M)R. We identify Hom(GM, C*) with A(M)*/Z ~,
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where A(M)* = X(AM) ® C and £T = {A E A(M)*: \(Z) E (2iri / log(q))Z), by
associating to A E A(M)* the character c —► q(H(.c>>xK Here q is the cardinality of

the residue field of F.

Suppose that F(8) is infinite modulo the action of X(G)£i. There are only finitely

many characters x E X(M)U whose restriction of Cm is trivial and hence the set

{ipxs'- X E F(8)} is infinite modulo X(G)£U. Observe that Ws is stable under the

action of s£ since s£(w)s~1(8) = 8 if w E Ws■ Let W' be the semidirect product

of Ws with the cyclic group generated by s£. Let Homu(Cm, C*) be the group of

unitary characters of Cm- Then W' acts on Homu(GM,C*) and tpxs is fixed by

W' for all x E F(8). It follows that there are infinitely many W'-fixed points in the

torus A(M)*/Z"~ which are not in the image of A(G)*. Since the action of W' on

A(M)*/Z~ is algebraic, there exists a nonzero vector A E A(M)* - A(G)* fixed by

W'. The action of W' on A(M)* = X(Am) ® C comes from an action of W' on

X(M) and hence W' fixes a sublattice V of X(M) which is not contained in X(G).

It follows that W' fixes a subtorus A of Am which strictly contains Ag- According

to [6, Lemma 1.1], the centralizer of A is a Levi subgroup L' of G which contains

M. By construction, W(L',Am) contains Ws and L' is stable under s£. By Lemma

10.4, we may conjugate the entire situation and assume that there exists a proper

£-stable Levi factor L which contains L such that s E Wl-

According to the Corollary to Theorem 2 of [8], for x E F(8), every irreducible

constituent of Igm(^x) is of the form iGL(p), where p is an irreducible repre-

sentation of iLM (<5x)- By hypothesis, i'gm(<5x) contains at least one £-invariant,

£-discrete subrepresentation tt(x). Let p(x) be the subrepresentation of ilm(i$x)

such that iGL(p(x)) = *"(x)-

Since L is £-invariant and s E Wl, the data (M, 8x) is conjugate to (£(M),£(8x))

in L. The set of subrepresentations of iLM(t>x) 1S therefore stable under £ and so

£(p(x)) is also a subrepresentation of «'lm(<$x))- Since tt(x) is £-discrete, p(x)

cannot be £-invariant, but since tt(x) is £-invariant, i'gl(/>(x)) is isomorphic to

*gl(£(p(x)))- Identify £(p(x)) with a subrepresentation oHlm(8x)) and let <p(x)'-

iGM(8x) —* iGM^x) be any map which sends the summand iGL(p(x)) — ""(x) to

the summand iGl(£(p(x)))- Then <p(x) is not the identity map, it corresponds,

by adjunction, to a map £(x): rcM ° iGM^x) ~* $X which is distinct from the

standard map which corresponds by adjunction to the identity.

Let F = {x} be a set of representatives for the X(G)£U-orbits in F(8). Since

F is infinite, there exists a nontrivial element w E W giving a shortest represen-

tative for a double coset in Wm\W/Wm such that £(x) induces a map iMM(w) °

w o rM(w-i)M(($x) -» <$X (where iMM(w) °wo rM(w-')M^x) is regarded as a

subquotient of tgm ° *gm((5x)) f°r infinitely many x E F. The representation

iMM(w) °worM(w-i)M(b~x) is isomorphic to w(x)iMM(w) °worM(w-^M(^x) and

hence £(x) induces a map from x~1w(x)iMM(w) oworM(w-1)M(^) i° 6- H follows

that there are infinitely many x E F such that %pxs is fixed by w and by W'. Let

W" be the group of automorphisms of Homu(GM,C*) generated by w and W.

We may repeat the above argument to obtain a proper £-invariant Levi subgroup

V containing M such that Ws E W(L',Am) and s,w E Wm1- By Lemma 10.5,

the map £>(x) is obtained by induction from a map tpo(x): iuM^x) ~^ iuM(^x)-

There are irreducible subrepresentations r(x), 7"'(x) of i'l'm(^x) such that £(r(x)) is

isomorphic to t'(x), i'gl'Mx)) = «'gl(p(x)), and iGL>(r'(x)) = ioL(e(p(x)))- The
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map tpo(x) must take r(x) to r'(x) and hence r(x) is £-invariant. This contradicts

the assumption that tt(x) is £-discrete and proves the proposition.

We now prove Proposition 10.1. Let 9 e 6diSC- By Lemma 10.2, we may

assume, modulo the action of X(G)e, that inf (7r) = 9 for some £-discrete tempered

representation 7r. There exists a standard parabolic subgroup P = MN and a

unitary square-integrable representation 8 of M such that tt is a subrepresentation

of iGM{8). The data (M,8) is determined up to conjugacy by tt and since £(7t)

is a subrepresentation of iGe{M)(z(6)), there exists an element s E W such that

se(M) = M and se(8) = 8. By Proposition 10.3, there are only finitely many

pairs (M, 8) such that iGM(6) contains an £-invariant, £-discrete subrepresentation,

modulo the action of X(G)£U. Proposition 10.1 follows

11. Let £ act on 6(G) by sending (M,p) to (£(M),£(p)). Then £ permutes the

set of components of 6(G). Let tt E Irr(G)£ and suppose that tt is a constituent of

iGM (p) where (M, p) is a cuspidal pair. Then tt is a constituent of both icM (p) and

£(«gm(/o)) = iGe(M)(£(p))- R follows that £(inf(Tr)) = inf(Tr), that is, there exists

an element s E W such that M = s£(M)s~x and s£(p) = p. If 6 is a component of

6(G) such that inf(Tr) E 6 for some tt E Irr(G)£, then £(6) = 6.

For 6 such that £(6) = 6, let i?(6) be the subspace of R(G*) generated by {tt e

Irr(G)£: inf(Tr) E Irr(G)£}. In order to state the twisted Paley-Wiener theorem

(Theorem 11.2 below), define the subspace Fg(G) of elements F E R(G*)' such

that:
(I) There is a finite set S of £-stable components of 6(G) such that F is supported

in Zees #(©)•
(II) For every L E Z(G)£ and p E Irr(L)£, the function ip -► P(i'gl(V'p)) is a

regular function on X(L)£.

For M E Z(G)£, Fg(M) is defined similarly.

LEMMA 11.1.   (a) Ftr(G) c Fg(G).
(b) For all M E Z(G)£, i*GM(Fg(G)) C Fg(M).

PROOF. Let K be an open compact subgroup of G. By [2], there are only

finitely-many components 6 of 6(G) such that Trfc ̂ {0} for some tt e Irr(G) such

that inf(Tr) E 6. Hence Xf satisfies (I) for all / E MK{G). Let L e Z(Gf and

p E Irr(L)£. The representations t'gl(V'P) f°r X E X(L)£ all act on a fixed vector

space V. Both the action of £ and the subspace VK of if-fixed vectors in V is

independent of x- Furthermore, if we choose a basis for VK', then / acts by a

matrix whose coefficients are polynomials on X(L)£, and hence Xf satisfies (II).

This proves (a). To prove (b), observe that if F E Fg(G), then iGm(P) satisfies

(II) by transitivity of induction and «GM(P) satisfies (I) because the canonical map

from 6(M) to 6(G) is finite.    D

PROPOSITION 11.2.   Ptr(G) = Fg(G).

PROOF. We follow [3]. Let F E Fg(G). For 6 an £-stable component, let

1(6) E Z(G) be the characteristic function of 6. Then F = £l|(6)F, where

all but finitely many terms in the sum are zero, and 1(6)P E Fg(G). To prove

that F E Ptr(G), we may therefore assume that F is supported in a single £-stable

component 6. We may further assume by induction that the theorem holds for all

proper standard Levi subgroups of G
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Let r7disc(G) be the space of discrete functions in Fg(G). Let i?(6diSC) be the

subspace of R(Q) generated by the set oi ir E Irr(G*) such that inf(Tr) E 6 and

inf(Tr) = inf(Tr') for some e-discrete tt' e Irr(G)£. Proposition 10.1 implies that

i?(6disc) is generated by finitely many X(G)£-orbits of G*-modules and hence for

all F E Pdisc(G), there exists F' E FtT(G) such that F — F' vanishes on i?(6diSC)-

(If X(G)£ = {1}, the implication follows from the linear independence of twisted

characters on M(G); in the general case we may argue as in §4 of [3]).

Suppose that F E Fg(G) and that F vanishes on i?(6disc). By Proposition

7.1 and the induction hypothesis, r*MG(iGM(Fg(G))) C FtI(G) for M € Z(G)£.

Proposition 9.1 then implies that F — Fd E FtI(G), where Fd is as defined in

Proposition 9.1. However, Fd = 0 if F vanishes on R(®&\Sc) because the operators

i'gm °rMG preserve i?(6diSc)-
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